
WE Lion Script 2013 

 
Background Info: 

John- DOB 8/31/2010 Came to CZBG from the National Zoo 5/13. Diet: 9 lbs/day 

Imani- DOB 7/17/11. Diet: 6 lbs/day 

 

Hello, and welcome to the CZBG’s newest exhibit, Africa!  My name is ………., and I’d like to 

join you on your safari and introduce you to our very own king (Queen) of the Jungle, John 

(Imani)!  John is almost 3 years old, and came to Cincinnati just this Spring to be a part of 

Africa.  He is greatly enjoying his new kingdom, and I hope you will as well.   

 

Now, imagine the African savanna: open grasslands and sunshine for miles!  Piled under a shade 

tree is a group of lions, lazily surveying their kingdom.  Lions are the only social cat, living in 

large groups called prides.  A pride can consist of up to about 10 related adult females, their 

cubs, and typically 2-4 males.   

 

The females- sisters, daughters, cousins- raise their cubs together, even nursing each other’s 

offspring.  Multiple females tend to have their cubs at about the same time, so at up to 3 cubs per 

female, there can be a lot of little ones to care for!   

 

In addition to child rearing duties, females do most of the hunting.  It is a fascinating sight, 

coordinated efforts and positions specific to each lioness- almost like a football game, the team 

lines up and closes in on their prey.  Lions are known to hunt any other animal that they come 

across, from hares to crocodiles, ostriches to zebra, even adult rhinos and young elephants.  

Lions specialize in hunting prey their own size or larger, since each kill is supposed to feed the 

group.  Lions can weigh from 300 to over 500 pounds and be 5-10 feet long, quite impressive!  

There is a record of a single male eating 72 pounds of meat in one night (emphasize that this is a 

record, NOT the norm; gorging, don’t’ eat every day, etc), so it takes a lot of food to keep an 

entire pride happy and healthy.  Here at the zoo, John is fed 9 pounds of meat per day.   

 

They are stalk-and-ambush predators, which can present a challenge on the open savanna.  But 

lions are quite good at what they do- they use whatever they can for cover, including long 

grasses, termite mounds, and often, the cover of darkness.  Lions are nocturnal, active at night, 

which helps them to hide from potential prey, and avoid the heat of the day.  Who else thinks 

that a nap is a good idea in the middle of a hot day?  Me too!   

 

Staying cool has a survival aspect, in addition to comfort: water can be scarce, and sometimes 

the only fluids available come from their prey.  Staying out of the heat as much as possible helps 

to reduce the need to find watering holes.     

 

Male lions, perhaps the most iconic image from Africa, have a reputation for living the good life, 

since the females do most of the child rearing, hunting, and even work to protect a pride’s 

territory.  Lions in general are known as the least active of all cats, often sleeping up to 20 hours 

a day.  However, the life of a male lion is far from easy.  When they are about two years old, 

they are forced to leave the pride.  Young males, especially related males from the same pride, 

may band together and form lifelong partnerships called coalitions. But they are on their own for 



the next 2-3 years as they grow strong enough to try to take over a pride themselves.  If they are 

successful, they will rule their pride of females for only 2-4 years, before the next group of 

young males comes to challenge them and the dethroned kings are once again nomads, living 

without a pride or stable territory.  Females, on the other hand, typically stay in the same family 

group and territory for generations as males come and go.  The territory size for a single pride 

varies depending on the number of lions and food available, but can often be about 70 square 

miles- the size of Cincinnati! (address enclosure size v. territory size; resources provided, don’t 

have to be found) 

 

What do you think of when you picture a lion?  (Answers from audience) When I think about 

lions, the first thing that comes to mind is a lion’s mane.  Male lions are the only cats to develop 

manes. Almost like a prince earning his crown, a young male’s mane develops as he matures, 

and a full, dark mane can signal health and increased fighting ability to potential challengers, as 

well as mates.  When they have to fight, a lion’s mane helps to protect it’s most vulnerable part: 

it’s neck.  Lions attack their prey by using brute force and massive sharp teeth to bite and hold 

their prey, but attempts to bite or claw another lion’s throat are deflected by the cushion of the 

mane.   

 

Lions across Africa, despite their strength and beauty, are facing a great challenge- as human 

populations grow, there are increasing conflicts with wildlife.  Lions and other species are 

protected in many national parks, but animals don’t recognize human borders.  In Kenya, 75% of 

wildlife lives outside of protected areas!  Often, parks and preserves are surrounded by farms, 

very tempting places where hungry predators can get into trouble. 

 

However, there is good news!  In the South Rift region of Africa, a new approach is being taken 

to protecting wildlife, including lions- only, it’s not new.  In traditional Maasai society, humans, 

their livestock, and wildlife have been coexisting for centuries.  They travel the same paths in 

search of the same resources- water, food, and shelter.  The Maasai know how to share the land 

with predators, and are seeking to preserve both their traditional pastoral society and the 

ecosystems around them, which are not separate but in fact integral to the Maasai way of life.  

Modern technology is helping, as GPS collars and radios let game scouts warn herders to avoid 

areas where lions are present, preventing conflict.  If herders must pass through an area where 

lions are, community scouts join them to help protect their livestock.  And if an animal is lost 

from the herd, scouts help to relocate it before it becomes a meal.   

 

The Cincinnati Zoo participates in these and other conservation programs to help ensure the 

survival of wildlife, including lions like John.  By visiting with us today, you help to support our 

mission.  We offer a variety of ways that you can help even more, including the Saving Species 

Cell Phone Recycling Program and the Maasai Lion Bracelet Program.  Beading is a very 

important part of Maasai culture, and the zoo has partnered with the Olkiramatian Women’s 

Group to bring these bracelets to Cincinnati as a symbol of the coexistence between humans and 

wildlife.  Proceeds from the bracelets support the Lale enok Resource Center in the South Rift, 

which provides information about lion movements to the herders and coordinates the efforts of 

the game scouts, all while helping to provide livelihood and education for the women working 

the Center.  Check with members of our Teen TRIBE to learn more! 

 



Thank you so much for visiting with me today, and for choosing to spend your day at the 

Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical Garden! 


